High density sub-population F 9 F 1 0 F 1 1 F 1 2 F 1 3 F 1 4 F 1 5 F 1 6 F 1 7 F 1 8 F 1 9 F 2 0 F 2 1 F 2 2 F 2 3 -2 5 F 2 6 -2 8 F 2 9 -3 0 F 1 , 3 F 4 , 5 F 6 F 7 F 8 9 . Diagram representing the current model of miRNA sorting into extracellular vesicles derived from MDA-MB-231 cells. At least one vesicular species within the vHD sub-population has its origin in the endocytic pathway, representing the classical exosomes. We propose a selective mechanism of miRNA sorting occurring at the site of vHD vesicle biogenesis where La, along with bound miR-122 (which interaction is mediated by at least two RNA motifs), is targeted for capture into a bud invaginating into the interior of an endosome. vLD vesicles may originate at the plasma membrane, representing shedding vesicles. There may be no selective miRNA sorting occurring at the site of vLD vesicle biogenesis. Non-selective miRNA sorting occurs in both the vHD and vLD sub-populations. MVB: multivesicular body, PM: plasma membrane. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.47544.025
